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32.258.63162,43510,997NANA16,10712,41516,58711,62856,73761,1022003
33.556.92952,42711,474NANA14,78011,22915,80210,96552,77656,6862002
33.056.53102,35111,160NANA13,92111,16514,27910,95350,31853,9102001
33.056.62312,24111,517NANA13,68410,68613,86011,30649,53653,0472000

33.157.72582,49511,986NANA13,0529,84213,09210,66746,65350,0761999
32.758.82792,73211,708NANA11,9728,35912,0049,75042,08545,1661998
32.758.82152,67211,656NANA10,7327,54711,0549,08638,41941,1051997
32.361.42292,92911,526NANA10,5426,8119,6068,59735,55637,5791996
32.566.41712,87511,288NANA9,2735,8078,2267,80631,11232,4391995
32.364.1523,65012,409NANA9,5686,5358,1167,85632,07533,5541994
32.163.9773,87012,775NANA10,1406,7908,2418,49333,66435,0011993
32.365.61093,98513,299NANA9,8915,6508,0738,28131,89532,8661992
42.769.6533,77213,754NANA9,1235,1236,6677,89628,80929,1891991
32.759.25574,17614,1963121,7169,2963,3056,4666,70125,76827,7961990

32.958.64674,19314,9977062,6767,6643,4635,3015,05721,48524,8671989
34.066.12854,08716,0578484,0147,5233,2913,7213,07017,60522,4731988
35.265.42074,36816,0231,2574,5247,1033,9423,8502,66117,55623,3441987
35.564.66574,23215,2301,2004,3975,8313,5293,2512,39315,00420,2611986
35.260.26174,83014,4041,4944,0844,7442,9952,8862,28512,91018,6791985
35.058.05373,97713,8801,4824,0634,2522,6282,6662,28211,82817,7101984
33.557.23883,22014,0971,4963,9734,2622,5432,6712,50311,97917,8861983
32.258.62773,39512,7231,1633,5383,7362,4222,3132,20210,67315,8571982
31.755.34883,50712,1731,2323,0692,9061,9061,9042,1928,90613,7001981
33.151.94383,91611,0531,1233,0122,5871,9451,9362,0168,48413,1911980

32.349.05064,36813,4598873,2342,7652,3892,3442,3209,81814,5801979
32.448.62854,27914,5251,1323,2633,3542,7922,8043,28412,23417,4261978
32.834.73605,40916,1351,6043,2173,8652,9532,9384,01613,77219,5521977

NA47.22283,19918,208X2,2584,8624,7313,0963,530X18,4771976
NA45.53431,87617,913X2,3154,3874,4372,8253,337X17,3011975
NA42.23492,07816,623X2,9003,9604,1072,8803,333X17,1801974
NA15.45511,86615,026X2,8834,2204,1412,9123,384X17,5401973
NA38.12,7612,23215,395X2,4733,5693,6952,6454,450X16,8321972
NA42.12,6931,78913,243X2,1513,4823,3262,5992,820X14,3781971
NA41.12,4411,93511,387X1,3442,7753,2902,2532,753X12,4151970

NA42.02,2831,6829,991X1,3123,0123,5002,2522,771X12,8471969
NA42.21,4281,8169,820X1,2412,9153,5682,4132,473X12,6101968
NA36.51,5312,2939,435X1,2202,3813,4112,8373,236X13,0851967
NA32.91,4202,35610,256X1,3832,0923,3322,9263,549X13,2821966
NA33.51,8332,47710,779X1,2672,2523,2623,1393,748X13,6681965
NA31.91,5742,68911,634X1,1151,9873,0944,0852,992X13,2731964
NA32.31,2702,84712,047X1,1682,0763,2284,2182,949X13,6391963
NA32.07802,61811,071X(c)2,0953,4184,4414,088X14,0421962
NA31.06772,77210,714X(c)2,1713,4814,7534,057X14,4621961
NA29.6X2,90511,081X(c)1,9813,2883,8775,024X14,1701960

NA29.2X2,66011,379X(c)1,8493,2373,6805,024X14,3501959
NA28.2X2,62011,617XX1,8292,8614,0295,382X14,1011958
NA28.0X2,50811,434XX1,6722,6354,0185,473X13,7981957
NA24.9X2,95512,365XX1,2002,4784,2175,681X13,5761956
NA21.9X2,94514,584XX1,2922,7244,5848,942X17,5421955
NA18.9X2,80617,517XX1,2112,4874,54610,977X19,2211954
NA19.4X2,71915,811XX1,0092,1644,2138,969X16,3551953
NA19.1X2,39317,687XX9802,0723,8179,094X15,9631952
NA18.1X2,76719,855XX7901,8053,7589,215X15,5681951
NA17.5X3,02416,603XX7011,5883,7998,910X14,9981950

NA15.8X3,18215,161XX5711,3923,3789,389X14,7301949
NA17.6X3,00114,014XX6261,5173,3298,033X13,5051948
NA17.3X4,12413,318XX6881,7463,6799,033X15,1461947
NA18.6X4,09512,691XX6581,8093,6109,316X15,3931946
NA16.5X4,66014,359XX9222,0173,63410,522X17,0951945
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eFrom 1945-60, "other" was included with sentences of probation. From 1986-90, "other"
included deportation, suspended sentences, imprisonment for 4 days or less, time already
served, remitted and suspended fines, and life sentences. Beginning in 1991, "other" includes
supervised releases, probation of 4 days or less, suspended sentences, sealed sentences, and
no sentence.
fFrom 1977-90, split sentences, Youth Corrections Act and youthful offender sentences, and
life sentences were not included in computing average sentence. Beginning in 1991, deporta -
tion, suspended sentences, sealed sentences, imprisonment of 4 days or less, no sentence, life
sentences, and death sentences were not included in computing average sentence.
gFrom 1986-90, split sentences, indeterminate sentences, and Youth Corrections Act and
youthful offender sentences were not included in computing average sentences. Beginning in
1991, supervised releases, probation of 4 days or less, suspended sentences, sealed
sentences, and no sentence were not included in computing the average sentence.

Source: Administrative Office of the United States Courts, Federal Offenders in the United
States District Courts July 1973-June 1974 (Washington, DC: Administrative Office of the
United States Courts, 1977), p. H-1; Administrative Office of the United States Courts, Annual
Report of the Director, 1979, p. 108; 1981, p. 101, Table 46; 1983, p. 171; 1985, p. 180;
1986, pp. 271-278; 1995, pp. 228-231; 1998, pp. 231-234; 1999, pp. 225-228 (Washington,
DC: Administrative Office of the United States Courts); Administrative Office of the United
States Courts, Annual Report of the Director, 1982, p. 141; 1987, pp. 294-304; 1988, pp.
297-304; 1989, pp. 295-302; 1990, pp. 204-207; 1991, pp. 256, 257, 262, 263; 1992, pp.
269-272, 276-279; 1993, Tables D-5, D-7; 1994, Tables D-5, D-7; 1996, pp. 224-227; 1997, pp.
217-220 (Washington, DC: USGPO); and Administrative Office of the United States Courts,
Judicial Business of the United States Courts: 2000 Annual Report of the Director, pp.
224-227; 2001 Annual Report of the Director, pp. 214-217; 2002 Annual Report of the
Director, pp. 214-217; 2003 Annual Report of the Director, pp. 214-217 (Washington, DC:
USGPO). Table adapted by SOURCEBOOK staff.

Note: See Notes, tables 5.9 and 5.22. Data for 1945-91 are reported for the 12-month
period ending June 30. Beginning in 1992, data are reported for the Federal fiscal year,
which is the 12-month period ending September 30.
     Prior to 1977, the periods reported for lengths of sentences  to imprisonment were 1
year and 1 day and under, over 1 year and 1 day to 3 years, 3 to 5 years, and 5 years
and over. Beginning in 1977, the periods reported for lengths of sentences to imprison-
ment are 1 through 12 months, 13 through 35 months, 36 through 59 months , and 60
months and over. Beginning in 1991, two of the periods reported for lengths of sentences
to imprisonment changed. The period 36 through 59 months changed to 36 through 60
months, and the period 60 months and over changed to over 60 months.

aIncludes sentences of more than 6 months that are to be followed by a term of probation
(mixed sentences). Beginning in 1991, includes sentences of at least 1 month that may
be followed by a term of probation.
bPrior to 1989, total includes Youth Corrections Act and youthful offender sentences not
separately enumerated. From 1979-85, total includes Federal Juvenile Delinquency Act
sentences not separately enumerated. Beginning in 1991, total includes life sentences,
death sentences, and cases with either no sentence, a suspended sentence, a sealed
sentence, deportation, or imprisonment of 4 days or less.
cA "split sentence" is a sentence on a one-count indictment of 6 months or less in a jail-
type institution followed by a term of probation, 18 U.S.C. 3651 approved Aug. 23, 1958
(72 Stat. 834). Included are mixed sentences involving confinement for 6 months or less
on one count to be followed by a term of probation on one or more counts. For 1959-62,
split sentences were included in prison terms of 1 year and 1 day and under  (see Note).
d18 U.S.C. 4205B(1) and (2).
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